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A domain with analytic boundary is P-convex for supports if and only if certain 
tangent curves issued from characteristic boundary points leave the domain. The 
statement is proved for a subclass of operators P which includes the wave 
operator. ,r‘ 1992 Academx Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
The paper deals with geometric characterization of P-convexity with 
respect to supports. An open set R is called P-convex with respect to sup- 
port if for every compact set Kc R there is another compact set K, c Cl, 
such that supp P( ~ D)u E K implies supp u E K, for any distribution u with 
support in Q. The review on P-convexity can be found in Chapter X 
of [l]. Few papers, e.g., [2, 3, 73 give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for P-convexity. Roughly spealing, it is known, although with various 
additional assumptions, that an open set B is not P-convex for supports if 
and only if 
There exist an analytic characteristic and a geometrically convex hyper- 
surface (manifold with boundary of codimension 1) S, such that 
(i) ScQ 
(ii) dScQ (0.1) 
(iii) Sn dQ # f$. 
One can characterize open convex sets by saying that there is no open 
subset S of a hyperplane satisfying (i)-(iii). One can also define an open 
convex set as one such that any tangent line to aQ lies off Q. We wish to 
provide here a geometric characterization of P-convexity in the terms of 
tangent curves. 
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1. FORMULATION OF RESULTS 
Let Xc R” be an open bounded set, q(x, 5)~ C”(T*X\{O} -+R) be 
positively homogeneous in 5 of order 1, and g E C2( X+ R). Let Y c X be 
a closed subset of X such that 
Iv,.{ Y) c q-‘(O). (1.1) 
(One says that (x,, to) E N,( Y) if to # 0 and there is a function h E C’(X) 
such that max,K, yh(x) = h(x,) and h’(x,) = co.) Let cp(.u, t) be a solution of 
the Cauchy problem 
cp,+qk cp,)=O 
(1.2) 
d-u, 0) = g(.u). 
If 
(fb), vl,(-u)) = exp tff,(.c g’(-u)), (1.3) 
i.e., (fi, q,) is the solution of the Hamilton system of q with initial data 
(x, g’(x)), then one can represent a solution of (1.2) as 
qt., G=g-f,’ (1.4) 
with 
cp’( .) t) = q,q-‘. (1.5 
The functionf, is Cl-close to I for t small and therefore is invertible on any 
compact set in X for t sufficiently small. 
LEMMA 1.1. (Sjostrand). Assume that max,, ,. g(x) is attained in the 
interior of X only. Then for ever)) t sufficiently small 
max cp(x, t) = max g(x). (1.6) 
UE k TE k 
Exactly this statement is proved (although not stated as a lemma) as the 
first step in the proof of Theorem 8.7 in [5]. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The curve t + *x, =f ;‘(x) defined by (1.3) is called an 
adjoint bicharacteristic curve of q issued from x with respect to g. 
Assume that 
P(D): B’(R”) -+ .‘(R”) (1.7) 
409’164?-19 
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is a linear differential operator of the real principal type with constant coef- 
ficients and the principal symbol P,,,(t). Let q E C2(Rn\{O>) be a positively 
homogeneous function of order 1, such that 
q-‘(O)=P,’ (O)=O, 
4(5)=O*q’(5)#0, 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
and 
q is real analytic in a conic neighbourhood of Pi’ (0). (1.10) 
Let L(&,) be a span of to and q’(tO). Assume that for every to E P,;’ (0) 
there is an E < 0 such that, for r sufficiently close to &,. 
45) -q’(to)~ 
I ” 5 2 4dist(c, Uco))12. (1.11) 
Condition (1.1 I) is restrictive. It is satisfied by the wave operator: if 
P,,,=[f-r2, one can choose q=j&1<,1 for Il,l>il[l, q=i\tl for 
Is’, I < : 151, and interpolate these two values by means of partition of 
unity when a I [I < 15, I < ? I gl. A similar argument can be applied for P,, = 
n(tT-a,([)), where ak are quadratic forms and E lel’<a,([)< ... < 
a,([) for i;#O. 
We assume that also that 
gEC’(R”+R), g(x) = 0 =s g’(x) # 0, O= {.ueR”Ig(x)<O} 
(1.12) 
is an open bounded set; g is real analytic near dQ. 
THEOREM 1.3. Assume that Q, P satisfy (1.7)( 1.12). The set Q is 
P-convex for supports if an only iffor every x E 22 and every neighbourhood 
V of x either 
(*xi n v,\n # 4 (1.13a) 
or 
(x, n V)\Q # 4. (1.13b) 
Proof-Sufficiency. Assume that Q is not P-convex. Then there is 
u E E ‘(R”) such that supp u c 0, supp u n &2 # 4 and supp PM is compact 
in 52 (cf. Chapter X in [l] for details). By the Holmgren uniqueness 
theorem N,(supp u) c p;‘(O) = q-‘(O), when restricted to a neighbourhood 
0f an. 
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Let cp be the solution of (1.2). Then by Lemma 1.1 
cp(x, t) 90 for any x E supp U, t small. (1.14) 
By ( 1.4) and Detinition 1.2, ( 1.14) means 
*x, E !z for any s E supp zd, t small. (1.15) 
In particular, it should be true for any x0 E supp u n SQ which is a non- 
empty set. This contradicts ( 1.13a). Moreover, since x0 E supp U, x, E supp u 
for t small as well [S, Theorem 8.71, which contradicts (1.13b) because of 
(1.12). 1 
Note that both curves t + x, and t -, *.Y, are tangent one to another and 
also to dQ if issued from a characteristic point: 
d - *x 
dt ’ t=o 
= -d(d(.~o)) 
d 
ZY’ l=o 
= dW(.~o)). 
(1.16) 
Condition (1.13b) is clearly invariant with respect to choice of g and q. 
Condition (1.13a) is invariant with respect to choice of g, although *x, is 
not; let 
Q,= (JL~XP ~~,(-~,g’(-~))l...Q) = id*-y,)<Oj 
so4 n Q,, V& > 0. 
lrl <&.r#o 
(1.18) 
(1.19) 
Let g be another parametrization of B and 8, be a correspondent flow of 
R. For points on dQ this amounts to reparametrization of bicharacteristic 
curves. Thus, if x0 E u,,, <E.,+o fi, I-J V for some E > 0, then 
X*E u,,, <6,,t0 Q, n Y with some b > 0, which contradicts (1.19). 
Dependence of (1.13) on q is of minor importance, since one might think 
of q as determined by P,. 
2. NECESSITY IN THEOREM 1.3 
The following statement requires conditions (1.7), (l.S), and (1.12). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let cp be function ( 1.4), x0 E R”. There exist C > 0, such that 
d-KS, r)-g(x,~,)+tq(g’(r,,))-r~g(x,-,) <Cf’#zL(s-t)‘, (2.1) 
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and 
,41)=yGi; Ig’(.u,)-kg’(s,II (2.2) 
x, = TC exp rH,(q, g’(x,)) =-x0 + tq’(g’(s,)). (2.3) 
Proof: Let, in agreement with (2.3), 
(1,~~)~=7~exp(rH,)(.~,-,,g’(~~,~,)) (2.4) 
and let k(s - t) > 0 be a value of contant k when the minimum in (2.2) is 
attained, Then 
(.~,~,)I-.Y,=X,-I+tq’(g’(.~s~r))-So 
- sq’(g’(x,)) =x0 + (s - r)q’( g’(s,)) 
+rq’(g’(.u,-,))-.u,-sq’(g’(.~o)) 
(2.5) 
=tCs’(g’(?r,~,))-q’(g’(~~o))l=tCq’(g’(,~,~,))-q’(k(s-f)g’(.u,))l. 
Then from (2.5) follows 
(X,-r)r-.~,=O(t~(S-r)). (2.6) 
Note that by (1.3)-( 1.5), 
g(-y,-l)= cp((-u,-,I,, t) (2.7) 
and 
iw-,) = 4n.X(-~,-,),, t). (2.8) 
From the Taylor expansion for (2.8) about I = x,, one has 
g’(-v,~,)=50:(x,,t)+O((x,-,),-.~\-,). (2.9) 
Writing the similar expansion for (2.7), one obtains 
gb-r)=(P(-Ys, I)+(PI,(-us, ~)((x,-,),--.r,)+O(I(x,-,),---u,12). (2.10) 
Substituting (2.9) into (2.10) one has 
Ig(-~,-!)-cp(-~s, f)-g’(x,~,)((.u,-,),--.r,))l fCI(.Y,-I),--.Y,12. (2.11) 
Let us substitute (2.6) into (2.11): 
Igb-~)-cp(.~s~ t)-rg’(x,-,)Cq’(g’(x,-,))-q’(g’(xo))ll dCt2/.4s-r)2. 
(2.12) 
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The following identities bring (2.12) to the final form (2.1): 
g’(s,-,)q’(g’(-u,-,))=q(g’(.K,-,)) (2.13) 
(2.14) 
Proof of Theorem 1.3-Necessity. Assume that 52 is P-convex. Then by 
[7, Theorem 1.11, (0.1) does not hold (domains with analytic boundaries 
satisfy conditions of [7]). We will restrict our consideration to the charac- 
teristic points x,, E KG!, since for ,yO noncharacteristic, X, is transversal to &Q 
and thus ( 1.13b) is immediate. 
Condition (0.1) does not hold, if and only if 
hm sup$$>O. 
r-0 
(2.15) 
This relation can be found in [6, Theorem 6.101; for its present form see 
c41. 
From (1.4) and Definition 1.2, g( *-xr) = (p(.xo, t). Applying Lemma 2.1 
with s = 0, one has 
(2.16) 
By (2.15), since g(x,) and p( - t) are analytic in t small, there are two 
possibilities: 
Case A. g(x,) 6 0 for t small. In this case (2.15) implies g(xl) = 
W2PW2). 
Then by ( 1.11) with t < 0 sufficiently small 
g(*.x,)>E It1 [dist(g’(xp,), L(g’(.u,))]2+O(t2p(-t)2). (2.17) 
Comparing (2.17) with (2.2), one has 
p(-t)‘=(dist(g’(x-,), {kg’(x,),keR})]’ 
= [dist(g’(.u-,), L(g’(x,))]*+ 
= [dist(g’(.x-,), L(g’(x,)))l’+ lq’(g’(.xo))lp2 2. (2.18) 
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Substituting (2.18) into (2.17) one has 
g(*.x,)aE IfI p(-f)‘-c ItI +O(r2p(-t)‘). (2.19) 
Since g(x,) is real analytic and also O(f’p( -t)‘), 
(2.20) 
and then 
g(*x,b$E Itl /4-t)’ (2.21) 
for t small and negative. Note now that p( - t ) is real analytic. If p = 0 
identically, then g’(x-,) is parallel to g’(x,). In particular, X,E 80, which 
extends by analyticity to all t. This cannot be true since Q is bounded. 
Consequently p # 0 and (2.21) implies (1.13a). 
Case B. g(x,) has positive values in any neighbourhood of t = 0. By 
(1.12) it implies (1.13b) which completes the proof. 1 
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